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from the underground came a brand new sound
but I guess I must of brought it to the wrong town
cause I was treated like a stupid day dreamer
by a choir of liars in beamers
nobody with a wallet ever sang along
I believed in myself but they said I was wrong
on an island with no capital
operation unsolicited and laughable

wo oh wo oh
wo oh wo oh

serious as hell but a big joke
you couldn't find demo with an interscope
I was looking for my chance, for a break for a shot
but we're gonna have to pass was all I got
now the rich all bitch how they were used
did they ever have to play the pay to play blues
Buddy if you're up there listening
could you tell me whose ass needs kissing

I FOUND MY DESTINATION
A PLACE IN THE STARS LIKE A CONSELLATION
NEVER COME DOWN CAUSE WHAT I FOUND
MEANS EVERYTHING TO, EVERYTHING TO ME

yeah, yeah, yeah
yeah, yeah, yeah
now the A to the R drive new cars
while me and the boys rock dive bars
as these crack dealers, soul stealers
rock mad crowds
new sound outside just not allowed
it's a we don't hear a single situation
we don't hear a single situation

I march to a brand new drum beat

I FOUND MY DESTINATION
A PLACE IN THE STARS LIKE A CONSELLATION
NEVER COME DOWN CAUSE WHAT I FOUND
MEANS EVERYTHING TO, EVERYTHING TO ME
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I FOUND MY DESTINATION
A PLACE IN THE STARS LIKE A CONSELLATION
NEVER COME DOWN CAUSE WHAT I FOUND
MEANS EVERYTHING TO, EVERYTHING TO
EVERYTHING TO ME
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